
Part - 1
² Answers all Questions. 

01 “You have the strength to be any one you  would wish to be or to do anything you like. 
Indeed you are special. Who was the person expressed this idea?                  

02 “ Self - esteem is not mere pride ” Who was the person expressed this idea? 
² The following is a list of eminent persons and their epithets based on special capabilities. 

03 Mahathma Gandhi 
04 Albert Einstein 
05 S.W.R.D. Bandaranayake 
06 D.S. Senanayake
07 Bertrand Russel 
08 Write two persons who divert people in the right direction. 
09 Write five institutions which promote social welfare.
10 Write three qualities which promote social welfare.
11 Write two indoor Games.
12 Write two moral values you can maintain in the school.
13 Write two methods of spending leisure.
14 “ A Good book is a very good friend to man. ” Who said this idea ?
15 Write four things important to be your specific identity.
16 Write two of your weaknesses. 
17 Who  did create “ The old couple ” picture ?
18 Write two benefits from plan your activities 
19 Write two institute working against animal irritation  
20 Explain two favorablel sources which can be seen in our society.        ^20 x 2 = 40& 

Part  - II 
² Write only four Questions. 

01 (i) What is the meaning of the self esteem ?
 (ii) Discuss about two individuals who have harmful effects on society.
 (iii) Write two of get closed to the congenial force in life. 
02 (i) Write various methods of spending leisure.
 (ii) How do you can spend le  leisure meaningfully doing sports.
 (iii) Write five qualities doing sports and games.
03 (i) “ An aesthetic mind never goes to astray. What’s the meaning of this idea
 (ii) Discuss how leisure spent on an aesthetic activity. 
 (iii) What are the benefits you can gain by aesthetic leisure activities ?
04 (i) What are the moral values you can maintain in your school ?
 (ii) What are the benefits when people live in union with mutual respect to each 

other ?
 (iii) When we neglect the moral values which should follow in the environment we 

have to face unfavorable situations. Write such 4 situations.
05 Explain three of the following topics.
 ^1& Technological Development ^2& Fashion World

 ^3& Moral Values    ^4& Environmental Conservation 
(15 x 4 = 60)
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